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DECENT WORK REGULATION IN AFRICA (2018-PRESENT) 

REGIONAL MEETING ON DECENT WORK REGULATION IN AFRICA 

The Unacceptable Forms of Work (UFW) Project designed a
Multidimensional Model for researchers and policymakers to
identify and upgrade unacceptable work.  
In 2015, ESRC IAA funds supported Global Dialogues in Durham and
Geneva. The Dialogues brought together policymakers and
researchers from across the world to share ideas, experiments and
successful strategies for the legal regulation of UFW. 
 
 

In 2017, the Strategic Network on Legal Regulation of Unacceptable Forms of Work 
was formed to
generate research
agendas on tackling
UFW. The Network is
led by Professor
Deirdre McCann
(University of
Durham) together
with with Professor
Judy Fudge (Kent
University) and Dr
Sangheon Lee
(International Labour
Organization). 
 
Research agendas
were designed to
address a set of
Global Challenges to
effective labour
regulation. 

UNACCEPTABLE FORMS OF WORK (2015-18) 
 
ESRC/GCRF STRATEGIC NETWORK ON LEGAL REGULATION OF
UNACCEPTABLE FORMS OF WORK 

Decent Work Regulation responds to UN Sustainable Development Goal 8: to promote
inclusive and sustainable economic growth, employment and decent work for all.  
For decent work, effective labour regulation is crucial. Strong labour laws are a vital
component of development policies.   
The DWR project supports a global dialogue to encourage reforms in the design and
implementation of domestic and international laws. The aim is to reach the most
disadvantaged in the global workforce.  
The Project has established a global network of more than 50 research and policy bodies
in 20 countries across the world. Through global dialogue and support to local partners, we
are finding new ways to counter global challenges to decent work. 

In 2018, DWR launched Decent Work Regulation in Africa. The project is a collaboration between Durham
University (UK), the University of Cape Town (South Africa) and York University (Canada).   
The project is centred on effective regulation in the garment sector. It includes a focus on work-life and gender
dynamics and how these relate to informality in - or associated with - the garment sector 
Fieldwork is being conducted in South Africa and Lesotho through interviews with government officials,
employers, unions, NGOs, and workers themselves.  

A Regional Meeting was held at the University of Cape Town in June 2018. The Meeting supported a regional
and international dialogue on the legal strategies that can achieve decent work in Africa. 
The Meeting produced key findings and conclusions: 
• The market price of clothing should reflect the decent work dimension; 
• Labour inspectorates should be independent and autonomous; 
• Public and private standards should be complementary; 
• Further research is needed on the intersection of formal and informal labour. 


